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Defying the proclaimed ideologicaL similarity of the 
various governments of Eastern Europe (except Greece) during the' 
last 40 years, nationalism is the strongest single motivating
force today in that region. Nationalism has forced those in power 
to make certain ideological concessions giving birth to a basic 
contradiction even in terminology, national communism. Still, a 
major issue for the leaders of the various parties ana states 
remains unresolved: the people's primary loyalty h~s litt~e if 
anything to do with the world view which they are supposed to 
accept as the sole valid motivating force for their behavior., 

Obviously, the manifestations of nationalism in Eastern 
Europe today are different from those visible at the end of the 
Second World War, and deviate. even more markedly from still 
earlier versions. Nationali.stll in Eastern Europe has its own 
history which must be understood when its present day varieties 
are analyzed. Therefore, a summary of this history will 
precede the discussion of today's problems. 

Por the purpose of this paper, Eastern Europe is defined as 
that part of the continent which lies east of the German and 
Italian. speaking people and west of what were/are the borders of 
Russia/Soviet Union. This definition, which I have used for 
thirty years, is justified by the fact that it deala with people
whose nationalism developed first after that of those living west 
of themJ they were the first who had to adjust this new idea to 
local conditions and circumstances. Thi~ fact alone makes the 
study of nationalism in Eastern Europe important. Non-Europeans, 
as well as Europeans and Americans dealing with non-European
lands and people, usually,_ _ compare the nationalism and 
institutions of the so-called Third World to those of West 
European nations and states, in most cases wi~ unsatisfactory
results. A better knowledge of the East European varieties would 
make the comparisons much more fruitful because the East 
Europeans and all non~Europeans did not simply imitate the West 
Europeans, but everywhere created their own variations on the 
basic imported themes. More can be learned by people allover 
the world from the East Europeans' successes and failures than 
from those of the West Europeans. 
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Defining Nationalism 
If the definition of Eastern Europe is fairly easy to 

present and justify, the same cannot be said about the definition 
of nationalism. As we all know, nobody has, so far, produced a 
definition of nationalism which has gained universal acceptance.
It is relatively easy to fix a time frame for the existence of 
modern nationalism which is different from patriotism and all 
other feelings uniting people that go beyond the limits of the 
family. Boyd C. Shafer was only one of the many scholars to 
emphasize that "any use of the word nationalism to describe 
historical happenings before the eighteenth century is probably
anachronistic.'" He was referring to eighteenth-century West 
European events. Why Shafer believed this is indicated by Ernest 
Gellner's clear statement that "nationalism as a phenomenon, not 
as a doctrine presented by the nationalists, is inherent in a 
certain set of social conditionsJ and. these conditions •••are the 
conditions of our time."2 Gellner's statement has timeless and 
universal validity because under the conditions of our time he 
understands the urbanized, industrialized societies whose daily
life is regulated by a powerful central administration 
(democratic or undemocratic) irrespective of when and where a 
giyen political unit reaches this stage in its development. 

Gellner refers to nationalism as a doctrine and as a' 
phenomenon. As a phenomenon, he ties it to the industrial; 
revolution, but he also indicates that for some people, the~ 
nationalists, it has been a doctrine. Some scholars agree with, 
him, and- try to define the concept. Por example, Elie- ICedourie 
writes that "nationalism is a doctrine invented in Europe at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. It pretends to supply a 
criterion for the determination of the unit of r.0pulation proper 
to enjoy a government exclusively its own.'3 others see 
nationalism as a "historical process,"4 1Ia state of mind,""S or "a 
product of political, economic, SOCial, and intellectual factors 
at a certain stage in history, ••• a condition of mind, feeling and 
sentiment. "6 The one thing all these definitions have in common 
is the historical moment at which nationalism was born in Western 
Europe. 

Nations, of course, existed before nationalism and can exist 
without'it.7 Nations are brought together by what I, among
others, have called the "natural," practically 1Iinborn1l feelings
that everyone has for those fellow humans with whom he or she 
associates all hi. or her life and to whom, therefore, he or she 
feels attracted.8 Nationalism is "not something original or 
natural. to man, like his physique or family,"9 according to 
Anthony D. Smith. It is "inscribed neither in the nature of 
things, nor in the hearts of men," 4:g~ees Gellner. Nationalism, 
I have argued in another studYr is "acquired" by people, and each 
generation has to learn it anew." What is learned depends to a 
considerable extent on the teacher. Thus nationalism can and 
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does mean different things in different countries at the 
same moment in history, or it can and does change its focus ina 
given country through time. 

Somebody had to be the first teacher. This teacher or 
rather teachers were members of the emerging industrial 
bourgeoisie in what Hugh Seton-Watson described as the Old 
Continuous Nations.12 These are the same nations, those of 
western Europe, that shaped what Gellner calls the "conditions of 
our'time." The story is too well known to require repetition.
What might be worth stressing is t~is new social force, the 
bourgeOisie, did not try to replace the old ruling class, the 
nobility, but instead wanted to eliminate its privileges and 
create equal opportunities for itself to gain the same prominence 
politically that they had already acquired economically. The 
bourgeoisie could not claim equal opportunity just for itself, as 
this would have simply increased the number and kinds of the very
privileges it attacked. On the other hand, it could not claim 
equal political rights for everybody, a universalist approach
that first appeared in the Declaration of Rights of Man and 
Citizens issued by the revolutionary French National Assembly on 
August 26, 1789. The group for which the emerging middle class 
claimed to speak, for whom it wanted equality, were the members 
of their "old continuous nations" which had developed over 
centuries and to them were "natural," well known entities. When 
'they claimed liberties for the natioD; they politiciz~ that 
nation by claiming equal political, social, and economic rights
for its members. In fact they tried to conquer government in'the 
name of the nations. When they did this, they invented 
nationalism, popular sovereignty, modern' democracy, classical 
liberalism, the concepts of human and civil rights -- to mention 
only the most important results of their gradually successful 
struggle. What they tried to create were the preconditions
favorable for the development of the "conditions of our time." In 
this sense the Marxists are correct when they say that 
nationalism appeared when the industrial bourgeoisie acquired an 
increasing role in government. Yet, even this short summary of 
their actions proves that the Marxist interpretation of the 
bourgeoisie's motives is historically incorrect. Bourgeois
nationalism, Lenin wrote, ·'drugs the minds· of the workers, 
stultif~es and disunites them in order' that the bourgeOisie may
lead them by' the halter."13 Stalin agreed with this 
interpretation when he wrote that the bourgeOisie "appeals to its 
'native folk· and begins to shout about the 'fatherland' claiming
that its own cause is the cause of the nation as a whole. It 
recruits itself' an army from among its ·countrymen· ......14 Both 
present nationalism as something invented 'by the middle class 
simply as a tool to dominate the workers, as a modern opiate for 
the masses to join the old one, religion, in keeping the lower 
classes in bondage. Th~s in~erpretation could possibly deserve 
serious consideration had nationalism· appeared on the political 
scene of the ·'old continuous" or any other nation after the 
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bourgeoisie's achievement of political power and after the 
emergence of consciously class-related differences between 
various segments of society. This was not the case. In another 
study, Ernest Gellner stresses this point very sharply when he 
states that "nationalism is not class conflict that. has failed to 
reach consciousness, but class conflict is national conflict that. 
has failed to take off for lack of deep cultural, symbolic
differentiae.'"5 He sees class conflict, maybe even Marxism, as 
nothing more than frustrated nat.ionalismt . 

The preceding remarks contain nothing unfamiliar to any, 
even superficial, student of nationalism. But I thought. that 
making those remarks was necessary because their application to 
Eastern Europe demands that they be clearly kept in mind. 

If nationalism must be inculcated into each new generation,
if its acquisition by individuals as a doctrine, guide to action, 
or .feeling, ana so on, is the result of edueation~ then much 
attention must be paid to the educator. Today, he or she is 
usually the teacher, on all levels of formal education, sharing
with students something in which he or she usually believes often 
without knowing that it is the approved version of natiOnalism 
serving to legitimate the current regime. More will be said 
later about this role of formal education in propagating accepted
forms of nationalism. The first propagators" teachers, of 
nationalist views were not formal, trained educators. In the . 
lands inhabited by the "old continuous nations" they were the 
politically active educated members of the new industrial middle 
class, the .first group of people fitting OU% p~esent-day 
definition of· the intelligentsia•. 

The Beginnings
In Eastern Europe around 1800 there was no industrial middle 

class, no intelligentsia. There were no national governments of 
states with which "nations" could identify and which,- therefore, 
could be take~ over by them. In many cases even national 
self-awareness was just beginning. Nations did, indeed, exist, 
but to what extent the people belonging to them were cognizant of 
their existence can be debated. With the exception of some 
relatively small areas in Bohemia and Silesia, even rudimentary 
beginni~gs of industrialization were lacking. Yet everywhere in' 
Eastern Europe there were people who were dissatisfied with their 
poSition in soeiety~ who wanted to alter the rules and 
regulations which kept them in these positions, and who were 
looking for new arguments to bring about the desired changes.
These people imported nationalisDl to Eastern Europe. It was a 
"new tooln which had proved effective in Western Europe and which 
they could use to build the social order of their dreams. These 
importers of nationalism had to be educated to read the 
literature in English, French, .and 'Uerman and to learn. about 
events in the West. They-also had to be ready to become 
politically active; they were the first to act as the East 
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European intelligentsia. They came from practically all social 
and profess~onal strata, but not from the practically nonexistent 
middle class. Therefore, their goals, methods, aims, and 
philosophy had to be and were very different from those of the 
nationalists whose works they read and whose teachings they
wished to apply to their own people and homelands. Nationalism, 
therefore, could not be adopted, it had to be adapted. 

Who the adaptors were determined not only the immediate, 
original definitions of what was demanded by whom and for whom, 
but it also set a "tone," fox:' the various emerging East European
nationalisms, sometimes for decades, sometimes for more than.a 
century. Nearly twenty years ago, I differentiated between four 
types of East European nationalism basing my definitions on the 
single criterion of the origin, programs, and lasting effects of 
these early East European nationalists.16 I will not repeat my 
arguments and descriptions, but will simply list the labels I 
used because, at,least to some extent, they are self-explanatory.
These were bourgeois, aristocratic, popular, and bureaucratic 
nationalism. In the first of these' four varieties I placed only
the Czechs; the Poles and Hungarians were my examples of the 
second; the Serbs and Bulgars illustrated the third,varietYi 
while the bureaucratic nationalists were found among the ~urks, 
Greeks, and Romanians. I believe that what I did two decades ago
still makes sense and will use, some of these labels later, but 
today I wish to look at East European nationalism from a 
different point of view. 

Irrespective of the time when thee first East European
nationalists became active -- the time lag between the earliest 
in one country and the latest in another can be as much as a 
century using certain criteria -- and, irrespective of the type
of nationalism, 1848 roughly ,marked the end of the first period
of nationalist activity in Eastern Europe. Disregarding numerous 
and important local'variations, the East European nationalism in 
this first period of its existence was, ideologically adaptive,
romantic, nation- and myth-building, historical, and optimistic.
Language reformers, historians, poets, and occasionally clergymen 
were the main propagators of this nationalism. Their aim was to 
make their respective nations conscious of their existence, proud
of their past, and' confident that the unsatisfactory present
could and would be transformed into a future as gloriOUS as the 
past. If the language was too backward to express these feelings
using the modern vocabulary of nationalism. and similar imported 
concepts, it had to be altered. If the past had not been 
glorious enough to justify the belief in a great future, it had 
to be recreated.. " In the Balkans hajduks, martalose, and so on -
whatever the label -- had to be recast as nationalistic freedom 
fighters.17 When national heroes of the required number or 
stature were missing, they had'·to be created.18 Where historical 
figures could be endowed with actions or ideas that suited the 
early nationalists, this too was done.19 Even historians of major 
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stature made "errors" consciously to serve the nationalist 
cause.20 

The combination of the activities just listed with the type 
of person who undertook them produced an almost endless variety
of early East European nationalisms. All of them were, 
obviously, different from the "model" which, at least in theory, 
the East Europeans were introducing in their lands. I used the 
rather neutral word, lands, on purpose because to speak of 
countries, let alone governments, would be misleading. The West 
European nationalists of the old continuous nations had not only
nations, but also states of their own whose governments they 
wanted to take over, or at least reform, preaching popular
sovereignty. The East Europeans not only had to create conscious 
nations, but also had to revive and/or create from scratch states 
in territories which, around 1800, were parts of the dynastic
empires of the Romanovs, ottomans, and Habsburgs. The Poles 
could also list .the Rohenzollerns among their masters. Speaking 
of who' should govern, how, and in the name of whom was secondary
when first nations and then states had to be created. 

During this first phase when all nations faced identical 
tasks though not necessarily at the same time, East European
nationalism was more historical in its approach than what Herder 
or Rousseau had preached in the West, but it was, nevertheless, 
mainly cultural nationalism which did not see other nationals as, 
enemies. The second period, roughly 1848 to 1914, moved away' 
from this approach. This first variant of East European
nationalism was basically nation- and myth-building_ ' 

The revolutionary year of 1848 has been studied repeatedly ofI 

and in great detail as an all-European phenomenon and by various 
nations as an important, event in their histories.21 Its 
importance for the history of East European nationalism, although
it has been recognized, still awaits a good detailed study. What 
happened is the easiest to demonstrate in the lands of the 
Habsburgs. The 1846 events in Galicia created a sharp
distinction between Poles and Ukrainians. This distinction was 
not solved by the Viennese government's establishment of the 
province of Bukovina as an independent Crownland three years
later, ~nd continued to deteriorate practically to the present
day. In 1848 not only did the Croats, Slovaks, Serbs, and 
Romanians living in the lands of the Crown of st. Steven fight
against the Hungarians, but their struggle created divisions 
which became, worse and worse as time passed and before long also 
involved the Romanian and Serb states. While before 1848 serfs 
agreed at least on their common grievances, the" free peasants of 
the post-revolutionary period remembered that they had fought
each other in 1848 and were unable to work -together to solve 
their remaining, by no means unimportant, common problems. Let 
us note also that the first Pan-Slav Congress was held in 1848 in 
Prague, that it was the first of the numerous Pan- movements,' and 
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that it represented the realization of several small nations that 
they were not strong enough to fight successfully for a state of 
their-own and, therefore, they tried to do it as a group, a new 
super-nation. 22 Finally, 1848 marked the defeat of classical 
liberalism and the emergence of a hard~nosed, power-grabbing
approach to politics which we today label Realpolitik. To amass 
enough power for the next round of the struggle became more 
important than to justify the struggle ideologically. 

The Watershed of 1848 
Not surprisingly, all these important changes altered the 

nature of East European nationalisM also.. The leadership did not 
change too drastically and still represented the four approaches
I described twenty years ago, but their aims and -- most 
important -- their methods had little in common with those of 
earlier periods. If nothing else, then the months of fighting
concluded the phase of conscious nation-building. The actions of 
the .. Habsburgs a,.nd.Romanovs made it clear that absolutism had to 
be ended and replaced by constitutional, national governments
representing the will of the nations. In short, with some. delay
in relation to the west, the East European nationalists were now . 
ready to fight for governments which would express the will of 
the sovereign people. They could not simply take over the 
running of affairs in Vienn. or St. Petersburg because these 
cities were not capitals of old. continuous nations like London,
Paris, and, in a sense, even Berlin. . . 

The nationalists' first task was to gain recognition for 
their nation's claim to sovereignty over a well-defined 
territory. Every nation had its claims and could'justify them on 
historic, cultural,·or ethnographic grounds. The problem was-
as is well known -- that these claims, justified or imaginary,
overlapped in practically every respect. Was Bohemia a German or 
a Czech land? Was Transylvania Hungarian or Romanian? Was the 
Ukraine historically Polish, Russian, or Ukrainian? What were 
the borders of the Croatian Triune Kingdom? What lands were 
Bulgarian, which were Serb or Greek? These and many similar 
questions were given a great variety of· answers based on all 
kinds of arguments and evidence. Of course, arquments presented
by a group favoring them were considered to be "irrefutably" 
correct; those which presented different interpretations were 
just as' "obviously" not only false but designed to. rob those who 
had the truth of territory and independence. 

Thus, between 1848 and 1914 nationalists. faced two enemies: 
the dynastic empires from which they wanted to obtain at least 
autonomous self-rule and all the other. people who shared their 
goals but also claimed some of the same. territories,. and the same 
determination to be recognized as sovereign over them. What 
emerged was something ,like ··a· quod licet Jovi non licet bovi 
attitude of denying others the rights, privile?es, and even tbe 
validity of dreams perfectly justified for one s own nation. It 
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took for granted that one's own nation was "the chosen people,"
the most talented and able, and therefore the one destined for 
regional leadership. This attitude can be seen in the writings
of politicians in power, for example Ilija Garasaninj of those 

. who had lost power, men like Lajos Kossuth;' and even of those who 
hoped to come to power one day, as did Roman Dmowski. The 
Serbian statesman's well-known Nacertanije, Kossuth's plans of 
1850 and 1862 for the creation of a Danubian Federation, and the 
young Pole's early thoughts recognized the multinationality of 
the region and proposed cooperatio~. Yet each of these men -- as 
well as others -- reserved for the Serbs, Hungarians, and Poles 
respectively the position of leadership and even the right to 
exclude from the hoped-for state those. whollt they considered 
undesirables.2l 

This exclusionary attitude created steadily sharpening
hostilities and xenophobia, and also lead to tha emergence of 
modern, politica..l anti-Semitism. The nationalism of this second 
period became gradually more and more chauvinistic-jingoistic,
state-building, present- and future-oriented~ ahistorical, 
pugnacious, and exclusionary. Irrespective o~ the four groups of 
tone-givers repeatedly mentioned already, alL nationalisms 
changed to this type from the one described for the first period
of- East European nationalism.e The overall label for this second 
type of East European nationalism would bel state-building
although in the cases of Czechoslovakia and, Yugoslavia,. it was '. 
also nation-building. 

Between the Wars 
The third, shortest but by' no mean$ unimportant"'period is 

the one between-the two vorla. wars. The vell-known' and always
repeated result of the First World War was the elimination of 
empires and the creation, recreation" or drastic: transformation 
of the states of East Central and Southeastern Europe. Equally
well-known is the fact that most of these states, except Bulgaria
and 'Hungary, were as multinational a~· the old empires had been, 
and that they either were satisfied and hoped to maintain the 
status quo or were revisionists wha aspired to change it in 
accordance with their gains or losses follOWing the war.24 These 
changes do not need detailed discussion sinc~ they have received 

. it repeatedly in the past. While keeping them in mind, other 
factors have to b& stressed because they drastically influenced 
the nature of nationalism in the 'region.. ' 

The firat of these factors was the emergence of important
middle and working classes as well as the growth of political
consciousness among the peasantry. This change was caused in 
part by the war economy and in part by the various governments'
goals to "lIlOdernize," .t industrialize," and "urbanize.·t 

Consequently, victors and: vanqu1shed:-a~ike wrote new, democratic 
constitutions and paid lip service to democracy, school, and land 
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reforms, to mention only the most important issues. These new 
constitutions and plans could not work. The post-1920
leaderships -- except for the short-lived B'la Kun regime in 
Hungary and the longe~ Stamboliski government in Bulgaria -- were 

. identical with those of the pre-1914 years. They usually did not 
want change, and even when they did, they did not know how to 
bring it about. They failed to see that the new system,
parliamentary democracy, was based on something which could not 
be. legislated or defined: democracy as a way of life. which grew 
slowly and "organically" in the o~d continuous nations and their 
direct successors, the United states, Canada, or Australia, and 
was understood in these places without needing explanation or 
definition. Democratic institutions do not work without 
democracy, especially not in multinational states needing drastic 
economic readjustment. 

The resulting confusion not only brought dictatorships to 
the. East Euro~an countries but also drastic changes in their 
nationalisms. By 1920 all states, whatever the ideology of the 
ruling party, were ostensibly nation-states or rather people's 
states irrespective of nationality, in which the people were 
sovereign and the government legitimate because it carried out 
the people's will. In short, the goal of the early nationalists, 
first·in Western Europe and then increaSingly in Eastern Europe, 
to capture the government for the nationals had been 
theoretically achieved. . In practice,· faced with the changes
brought about by the war and following peace settlements aDd the 
new social and economic conditions, the still ruling' old 
leadership.did not represent the people's .will. Nov the game
plan was reversed~ It was not the nationalists who tried to 
conquer government, it was the government. that used nationalism 
to win the backing of the population. Experts dealing with 
nationalism in the post-World War II period, concentrating mainly 
on the so-called Third World, have stressed this new direction as 
a basic characteristic of nationalism.2S It is conSidered to be 
the nation-building tool used by governments to convince the 
papulacion that they deserve its support. We must realize that 
this reversal of roles, first occurred in East Europe between the 
wars. The argument used by the governments went roughly like 
this: We know· what you (the population) want; we want the same 
things ~ndpromise honestly and in the best of faiths to deliver 
them to you. After all, we are your government. We realize that 
our promises have,· so far, remained unfulfilled. This is not our 
fault, but that of the dirty revisionists who want to reverse the 
just settlements of the peace treaties, or (in the case of the 
losers) the. fault of our dirty neighbors., who not only took our 
land buc are now oppressing our brothers. 'As long as they do not 
change their policies, we must concentrate on defense and cannot 
afford major changes because countries are the weakest in periods
of transition. As members'· ·of "our nation" we must stick 
together, support the government, and work fora better future 
for our fellow nationals. You must suppress, or at least 
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postpone, your desires for higher living standards, better 
working conditions, etc., in the name of the national go~l, and 
of the future. The good of the nation, which the government
understands and. represents perfectly, is the most important
consideration. 

If Ernest Gellner was right -- and I believe that he was __ 
when he wrote about "nationalism as a phenomenon••• inherent 
••• [in] the conditions of our time," in the urbanized, 
industrialized, highly centralized SOCiety, then what happened in 
Eastern Europe in the interwar period is simply the artificial 
introduction of state-sponsored nationalism before the 
"conditions of our time" warranted and justified it. 

Under these circumstances, interwar nationalism retained 
some of the features of the preceding pertod. It certainly
continued to be chauvinistic, pugnacious, and exclusionary, but 
it -gained som& new features becoming strongly propagandistic,
state-centered, self-righteous, and directed against specific
enemies. Who these enemies were -- neighbors, minorities, Jews, 
Communists, etc., was something the governments believed 
themselves justified to determine. While echoes of the earlier 
period could still be heard in statements such as "the unspoiled 
peasant is the best representative-of our national purity and 
character" or "the backbone of the nation through the centuries. 
were the nobles," these were, at best, nostalgic mementoes of. 
what seemed to some to have been the better days of the past.
When populists. or village explorers took such beliefs seriously,
the governments moved against them labelling them unpatriotic
agitators. There could be only one nation, one nationalism, one 
interpretation of the past, present, and future -- and it was the 
government that knew what it was. Therefore, one more 
characteristic must be added to describe- the East European
nationalism of this interwar period: it was not only
state-centered but also officially determined. 

While these features were valid for all East European
versions of nationalism in the interwar period, we must recognize 
two different types of nationalism. The status quo nations' 
assertiveness was mixed with self-satisfaction and a certain 
amount. of fear that the revisionists' challenge might find 
supporters. 

These nations had to place the results of the peace
conference beyond the debatable, and thus their nationalism 
became presumptively indefeasible in addition 'to the other 
characteristics already mentioned. On the other hand, the 
defeated nations faced the general interwar problems but in more 
difficult circumstances than their "enemies." They also had to 
combat the inferiority comple~ or at least the self-doubt brought 
on by defeat. The incessant domestic and international 
propaganda harping on the crimes of the Paris peace makers served 
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this purpose, but also increased the regimes' totalitarian 
tendencies. When this was reflected in their nationalisms it 
added to them revanchism and protofascism. 

As the attempts of the East European governments to bring 
their countries up to the "conditions of our time lt failed, as 
their anxieties increased, the sharpness of their attacks on all 
those who could be used as scapegoats increased and their 
definition of nation and nationalism narrowed until it shaded 
over into totalitarianism. In the interwar period its right-wing
varieties were preferred, but once this approach to running
societies was accepted, the door·to all types of totalitarianism, 
including those of the left, was opened wide. 

Under Communist Rule 
The years of the Second World War, the first impression made 

by the behavior of the Soviet armies, and the differing
experiences af~er 1945 (by 1948 at the latest) resulting
everywhere in the establishment of Communist governments were 
demoralizing. I will disregard the usual periodization of 
Eastern Europe's history since 1948 and concentrate on a 
different classification relevant only to the development of 
nationalism. 26 

In the living memory of all those alive at the end of the 
Second World War, nationalism was one of.the strongest, 1f not 
the strongest, ideological and emotional force in society. The 

'new regimes, embarked on transforming the- people over whom they 
ruled into "Communist men,.1t preached that nationalism was one of 
the great falsehoods' and evils of . modern times,' and had to be 
eliminated if for no other reasons than because it made 
difficult, if not impossible, cooperation with the fraternal 
people and governments within the rapidly evolving Soviet zone of 
influence. Yet at the same time, special care was taken to allow 
minorities to live their own lives by giving them. autonomous 
regions on the Soviet model. The seeming contradiction wa~ not 
noted, but the establishment of these regions did as little to 
eliminate nation-based antagonisms as did the preachings of the 
ruling parties. While anti-nationalism and internationalism were 
the ideals, once again promulgated by governments, nationalism 
made its appearance in a new form in the dispute between Stalin 
and Tito. 

National Communism 
Without any doubt Tito's biggest sin, in the eyes of Stalin, 

was refUSing to take dictation from Moscow. Tito differed from 
the master of the Kremlin in various ways~ What was wrong with 
Tito's approach to the reorganization of Yugoslavia. and, it was 
hoped, the entire Balkan Peninsula into a federal state? Afte~ 
all, the Soviet Union too wa& -made up of several states. The 
names of the Soviet Republics showed that they had been 
established along ethnic lines. Why was it a mistake to organize 
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these states too along national lines? Tito could not even be 
accused of having invented the principle oe "Communism in one ~. 
state." This was, as he reminded Stalin, one of the strongest 
arguments Stalin used against Trots~y.27 Tito rejected the 
manner in which Communism was being built in the Soviet Union. 
Bis goal -- like Stalin's -- was Communism, and yet he believed 
that every state had to find its own means to achieve it in 
accordance with the economic and national realities faced by its 
party. Tito in fact declared th~t Communism had to be adjusted 
to local conditions thus inventing what wa,s first called Titoism 
and, after he found imitators, National Communism. 28 By doing
this, he destroyed one of Marxism's original claims to fame, its 
scientific character. The laws of science do not change from 
country to country, but, according to Tito, the laws of Marxism 
do. What this argument meant was extremely significant for 
Communists allover the world and challenged the Soviet Union's 
supremacy in the Communist fraternity. 

In Yugoslavla, then, National Communism made its appearance
when elsewhere nationalism was still considered a sin by
Communists. The name given to this new ism is correct. The noun 
is always more important than the adjective that modifies it. 
Tito's goal was to introduce Communism into his country, and he 
made the required tactical concessions without which he could not 
have operated -- in spite of his wartime successes in a 
multinational country. National Communism retained several~ 
characteristics of interwar nationalism. It continued to be~· 
propagandistic, self..righteous, state-centered, and officially. ' 
determined, but also had a most important new, feature: 
nationalism, was subordinated ideologically and ceased to be a 
goal in its own right. 

Old Nationalisms Survive 
After 1956 old-fashioned nationalism surfaced in both its 

late-nineteenth century and interwar forms. At first voiced 
rather timidly and experimentally, it became more and mo~e voc~l 
as time passed. Disputed lands occaSionally became issues again.
The Bessarabian question can be discussed in Romania today, and 
the Macedonian one is very much alive in Bulgaria. I do not 
include the Transylvanian issue and will discuss it under a 
different heading. The j uS,t-cited territorial questions are 
reminiscent of the interwar, government-directed version of East 
European nationalism. The Albanians in Kosovo might have a great
variety of goals in mind, including a separate state within 
Yugoslavia or secession followed by union with Albania. Whatever 
they have in mind, their activities and aims are ,the same as were 
those of the state-builders in the second half of the last 
century.29 The Slovaks'have had clear goals of a similar nature 
ever since Czechoslov.kia was established. By the mid~1980s they 
appear to have achieved most, of them thanks to the reforms 
introduced ~uring the Prague 'Spring in 1968-69.30 Some of these 
old nationalisms survive everywhere in Eastern Europe, color all 
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other versions to some extent at least, and make cooperation of 
! the various "fraternal states" very difficult. 

Communist Nationalism 
A third version of nationalism in Eastern Europe emerged 

after the 1956 events in Hungary. It was first expressed in 
JAnos KAdAr's often quoted statement, "all those who are not 
against us are with us," and blossomed fully in his country. It 
re-emerged in the ideas of the Prague Spring in 1968 and in the 
Eurocommunist movement which adopted most of the Czech ideas. 
Its last clear expression' was the .Solidarity movement in 
Poland. 31 This third version is communist nationalism, which is 
still a mixture of two theoretically exclusive ideals, but now 
the nationalist element is dominant. Once again government- and 
party-sponsored, this approach includes a state that does 
anything but wither away, a government that is legitimate because 
it has popular support, and goals that are purely national and 
anything but international. It differs from the nation- and 
state-building varieties of the preceding two periods by being 
less enemy- and more homefront-centered and by retaining at least 
the semblance of ideological unity with the other socialist or 
people's republics. 

Communist nationalism- can easily coexist with ethno
nationalism or "new ethnicity" which is not ~imply a~ East 
European phenomenon, but is very much visible in this part of the 
world, too.32 In a sense ethno-nationalism reverses the cla~sic 
historical development from·ethnicity to nation and final.ly to 
nationalism. It is a reaction to two developments in history.
The first is what we. have already discussed repeatedly, how 
nationalists tried to conquer, and subsequently dominate 
government, which they considered legitimate only if it followed 
the nation's wishes. Also mentioned has been the· fact that this 
horse (nation) and carriage- (government) sequence has been 
reversed during the last' sixty and especially- the last forty 
years, that nationalism is nov formulated by governments, and 
that the population is asked to accept as its goals those 
proclaimed by the men in power. Thus, ina sense, nationalism no 
longer legitimizes governments, instead serving as the 
justification for what the authorities demand from the people.
The old. horse does not enjoy being the· cart, especially because 
in the modern· state centralization, has reached extreme 
proportions. The people feel that they have very little in common 
with the faraway, extremely impersonal, and powerful government.
They might obey its orders, might even agree with the power
holders, but emotionally they do not see eye to eye. 

The modern, industrial, urban environment is the second 
major cause for the emergenc~ _of ethno-nationalism. It has 
created' a milieu in which the average person. feels- lost, 
depersonali'zed, and often insecure. Environment and state no 
longer produce feelings of security and belonging; "the 
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conditions of our time" have transformed nationalism into a 
governmental doctrine and left the nation behind, forcing its 
members to search for something else with which they can 
identify. This something else is "new ethnicity.·~ 

The new ethnicity differs sharply from the one that existed 
roughly two hundred years ago when the modern concepts of nation 
and nationalism developed. It is neither nation- nor 
state-building, and can recogni~e the existence of nation and 
state into which it wants to fit as perfectly acceptable and 
legitimate. The new ethnicity is not secessionist, demands only 
autonomy, and is often satisfied with social, cultural, and 
economic autonomy without also claiming political
self-determination. The great debate~ ~n Yugoslavia today is 
between autonomists and centralizers, and the Slovaks appear to 
be satisfied with what they achieved some twenty years ago.
Excepting some hotheads, the Slovaks, Croats, Slovenes, and so on 
are'realists wh~ know that in our days it is better for them, for 
reasons of economy and security, to live in a state which is 
larger, and more powerful, than would be one whose borders followed 
ethnic demarcation lines. 

The new ethnicity is operative even among minorities whose 
numbers were diminished by the massive shifts, of people after the 
Second World War. The Hungarians- are the Single largest group
remaining outside their. country in Eastern Europe. We never hear 
of those living in the Vojvodina becausathe Yugoslav authorities 
have reacted correctly to the Hungarians' new ethrdcity there. ' 
In contrast, the problem of Hungarian. in Transylvania is 
constantly discussed and not only in the countries involved.3]
The Romanian state- is strong enough to keep its minorities quiet,
and Hungary is not interested in, regaining Transylvania, but it 
is very interested-- in the· treablent of' Hungariana in that 
province. The Transylvanian Hungarians would probably be happy
with the lot of the Vojvodina Hungarians, and this would please
Budapest too. Unlike the Yugoslav authorities,. the Romanian 
government apparently does- not differentiate between the new 
ethnicity and old-fashioned revanchist chauvinism. Only this can 
explain Bucharest's minority policy, which is the continuation of 
the attitude of the interwar status quo nationalists, and the 
issue i~ made of the publication in Budapest of a three-volume 
History of Transylvania. 34 One can hardly find a better example
of the survival until today of the presumptively indefeasible, 
pugnacious nationalism of the interwar period than< the full-page
advertis8lllent attacking this work which the Romanian qovernment 
placed in The Times of London.35 

Modera states and governments can co-exist with the new 
ethnicity if they understand its nat~e. Is ethno-nationalisma 
true form of nationalism? I think so, but admit that this can be 
debated. If we disregard it, -we are still. left with several 
types of nationalism in Eastern Europe today. They are not two 
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variants of the same nationalism that we discussed for the 
interwar period; they appear to be distinctly different kinds of 
nationalism~ I believe that they are, after all, only different 
manifestations of a new nationalism which is typical of Eastern 
Europe only. 

East Europeans, irrespective of the kind of nationalism 
that expresses their feelings, live in a world in which the 
official truth, some form of Marxism, is accepted by all, at 
least in theory, and in which numerous supernational
institutions, including the Warsaw Pact and CMEA, appear to be 
permanent features. To these basic indicators of ·an 
international order must be added coordinated. foreign policies,
compulsory teaching of the Russian language in all schools, and 
repeated declarations of solidarity with states and nations which 
the average person does not consider even friendly. It is not 
difficult to see why people believe that an attempt has been made 
consistently since 1945 by a foreign power, the Soviet Onion, to 
force all of them into a uniform, denationalized mold. This 
power has proved at least three times Hungary 1956, 
Czechoslovakia 1968, and Poland 1981 -- that it has the means to 
enforce its dictates, directly or indirectly, if local feelings
and ambitions go beyond what it considers acceptable. It is 
therefore not surprising that people and nations fear being
forced into a supernational framework that is not clearly
defined, never clearly or comprehensivelY'explained, but i. big,
frightening, strange, impersonal, and most important-
nationally deracinating. It is something they wish to resist 
because they prefer the clearly defined, compre~enslve, clearly
expressed, manageable, familiar, and, therefore, comfortable 
national identity. It is this identity that the remnants of 
pre-1945 nationalists, national communists, and communist 
nationalists defend against the real or imaginary dangers they
face. . This defensive nationalism is the true, specifically East 
European nationalism of the last forty years into which all other 
expressions of nationalism fit. It is not necessarily 

. anti-Russian, anti-Soviet or anti-Marxist/Bolshevik in a clearly
expressed ideological sense, but it is defensively
anti-everything, clear or unclear, that is equated with the 
assumed although unexpressed aims of the Soviet government. 
Present~day East European nationalism is defensive nationalism. 

THE PROBLEMS 
OF NATIONALISM 

PAST AND'PRESE~ EASTERN EUROPE 
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Peter Sugar's paper has two parts: a brief introduction and 
the body of the paper, in which he outlines the characteristic 
features of nationalism during four main periods of East European
history. The first part, and much of second part, is based on 
the view that the social relations of capitalist society,
especially those created by the industrial bourgeoisie,
constitute the fundamental basis of nationalism; whereas the 
second part is an effort to describe the varieties of nationalism 
characteristic of- four periods of widely differing circumstances, 
that is, to define the constituent aspects of fundamentally
differing nationalisms. For me, the first portion of the paper
has serious flaws, whereas the second part is useful; 
interesting, and accurate, that is, a stimulus to further 
considerations and comment. 

Let me try to say first where I think the problems lie in 
the introduction. First, almost as an a'side, I would quibble
with the use of Seton-Watson's notion of "old contin~inq 
nations," in which category Seton-Watson includes such diverse 
peoples as the Scots, Swedes, Portuguese, and Russians. Wha~ I 
think Sugar really means when he uses this term are the English
and the French. Of course,. seton-Watson'does describe these as 
"two outstanding sovereign states ••• [thatl can rightly be 
described as nation-states," but I think Sugar is actually
reverting to an older descriptive tradition, the Western-Germanic 
(v9luntarist-o~ganic) dichotomy of Hayes and Kohn. 

More important, I do not think that the analysiS presented
in the introduction is more or less obvious, accepted by even the 
most superficial students of nationalism. It is one thing to 
agree with Gellner's broad generalization that a shared high
culture,defined· as "nation" is the natural social unit for 
industrial society, quit~ another to turn this into a direct link 
between the industrial bourgeoisie and nationalism. It is with 
Sugar's identification of the bourgeoisie, and the industrial 
bourgeoisie at that, as the teachers of nationalis~, and in his 
agreement that "nationalism appeared .when the industrial 
bourgeOisie acquired an increasingly stronger role in 
government," that I would like to take issue. 

It has become less 'and less clear in the past twenty years
just who the bourgeoisie'were and what impact they had they had 
on political development and nationalism. As Geoff Eley and 
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David Blackbourn have pOinted out in their reassessment of the 
role of the German bourgeoisie in the nineteenth century, neither 
in England nor in France have scholars been able to agree on what 
bourgeois revolution might have been. The criticisms of the 
social interpretation of the French Revolution raised thirty 
years ago by Alfred Cobban have long since passed into the 
mainstream of the historiography of the French Revolution, and 
today questions concerning the relationship of state structure to 
class and political forces, of "ideology as anonymous,
collective, and•••constitutive of social order," and of "a 
competition of discourses for the appropriation of legitimacy"
exercise those seeking to understand that great cataclysmic 
event. In England Martin Weiner has demonstrated that despite
the. English success in commerce and manufacturing, the 
gentrification of the English middle class led to a devaluation 
of just those qualities we consider bourgeois and to a decline of 
the English entrepreneurial spirit. In Germany, where Eley and 
Blackbourn make.a strong case for the bourgeoisification of 
society in the nineteenth century, it is a truism that the 
bourgeOisie did not attain political power. And in Europe as a 
whole Arno Mayer has convincingly demonstrated how· strong the 
perquisites of the old regime remained to 1914 •. 

This placing of the bourgeoisie into a much more complex and 
richer pattern of social development in the nineteenth century is 
not to deny that social context is important to the understanding~ 
of nationalism. It is, however, to suggest, as William Sewall 
has done in his excellent comments on Theda Sk.ocpol' s book on:, 
states and revolutions, that multivariate explanation~ are more 

.	appropriate. A full historical explanation of the emergence of 
na·tionalism must go beyond the obvious and crucial moment of the 
French Revolution, although it must always return· there, and 
beyond any simple class analysis. For example, a fundamental 
structural element that made nationalism possible was the s·tate 
system. I think that it could be argued that in Europe this 
system grew up separately if not entirely independently of 
capitalism. That is, the state system, whose conventions began 
to be formalized as early as the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries in Italy and which entered European legal theory and 
practice in the seventeenth century, is not a political
epiphenomenon of a social development but a process with its own 
dynamic. In another sphere, the notion of natural law, which 
blossomed in the eighteenth century into ideas that the 
controversies of 1788-89 turned to political use, can be seen as 
growing from a series of intellectual events we call the 
Scientific Revolution as much as they can be seen as emerging
from political writings influenced by socia-Political events. 
Indeed, the invention of moveable type probably lay behind the 
very possibility of conceiving of a progressive evolution of 
ideas, and to the possibilit~ of eighteenth-century notions of 
progress that are connected with the ideals of popular
sovereignty and political equality. In discussing his concept of 
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print-capitalism, Benedict Anderson uncovers linkages between 
socio-economic development and the emergence of nationalism that 
are considerably more suggestive than the direct bourgeoisie 
equals nationalism relationship. In short, the social roots of 
nationalism are far less well known than Sugar suggests, and 
considerably more complex. Social historians of the late 1980s 
are drawing a much more subtle picture of the interrelations 
between social, political, and intellectual spheres than we have 
known in the past. 

Moreover, I would suggest that Sugar's insistenceon'the 
role of the bourgeoisie is undercut by' the very evidence he 
presents here, or, more precisely, from a nineteenth-century 
phenomenon that he above all knows well, since it forms a basic 
part of his influential earlier"essay on nationalism -- the fact 
that nationalism appeared in many East European countries long
before any social change that might account for it. Gellner was 
aware of this probxem~ which he attempted to slide over by
speaking of changes that came when an industrial economy cast 
"its advance shadow" across a society. Even the most powerful 
and consistent exponent of the direct linkage between the 
bourgeoisie and nationalism in: Eastern Europe, Miroslav Broch, 

, was reduced to finding pre-bourgeois funnels and other similarly
strained phenomena in place ,of the non-existent actual 
bourgeoisie his determinism required but his research could not 
find. A more direct approach is simply to admit that nationalism 
is not primarily captured in class relations, and is not 
reducible primarily to social relations, but is rather a complex
ideology, with all the overtones of state apparatuses, cultural 
systems, and social interactions that word currently implies. 

If we move now to the' second, and much longer part of 
Sugar's paper, the portion~ in which he presents his adjectival 
nationalisms, as we might- call. them, we, have, a much more 
interesting, insightful, and plausible narrative. I find Sugar's 
four periods illuminating and well conceived. What Sugar has 
done in effect is to rewrite carlton Hayes's categories into an 
East European idiom. I do not mean to say that there is an 
equivalent correspondence between Sugar's categories,and Hayes's,
but rather that the methodology is the same., That is, Sugar 
offers a chronological categorization of varieties of nationalism 
that well captures the changing political situations· in Eastern 
Europe to which these nationalisms responded.. I particularly 
like, once the first period of awakening is past, Sugar's 
insistence that the three later nationalisms are all closely 
connected with the state. First" we; have state-building 
nationalism, in which the nationalists tried to find a vocabulary
that would make thenrecoqnizable to the great powers and justify 
their entry into the rankl\!_of· sovereign, nations. In a 
post-French Revolutionary world in ,which- equality was a 
fundamental' value and in-which the state system defined the rules 
of international personhood, those who wished to participate in 
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public life as full-scale human beings had no choice but to seek 
political independence. 

Sugar also puts his finger on an important change when he 
characterizes interwar nationalism as state-sponsored. This 
apparently is an ubiquitous feature of nationalism. Once the 
nationalists have succeeded in creating independence and 
sovereignty, nationalism becomes not a struggle for equality and 
freedom, as it is presented in the early phase, but a ritualized, 
sanctified, and indefeasible (to use Sugar's word) ideology of 
hegemony. One way it does this is by providing a believable 
origin-myth, that is, by authorizing state proprietorship over a 
specific kind of authenticating history, which the state 
distributes in fts chain of retail outlets, the schools. But 
much more important, especially in an economic environment in 
which industrialization is bringing an increase in social 
diversity, state-sponsored nationalism helps the state class by
permitting it to"homogenize the plural interests being created by
industrialization into an abstract unity, the nation. By
claiming that all are equal in the nation the state is absolved 
from treating interests that compete with it seriously. The 
closeness of nationalism to fascism- in Eastern Europe during the 
interwar period grows in part from this relationship. State
sponsored nationalism only appears to be consistent with the 
notion of popular sovereignty. In fact it denies the pluralism 
that must lie at the root of a functioning democracy. . 

Are all these nationalisms, and~ I have not discussed 
defensive nationalism, -. actually different phenomena, as Sugar
suggests? This is a third issue I would like to raise, and it is 
the stickiest one because it is concerned with the question of 
definition. Sugar never actually definea what he means by
nationalism, although he mentions a couple of definitions~ I 
find this admirable, because in my view the entire endeavor of 
attempting to define nationalism, which occupies the first 
chapter of many a work on the subject, is misconceived. What it 
implies· is that nationalism is a thing, a· collection of 
attributes the specification of whic~will permit us to know the 
phenomenon, that is, to confine it within certain. boundaries. But 
reification sets us off on the wrong track, or if not the wrong
track, then at least a track that is well trod. Nationalism is 
such a protean ideology because it is a process of interactive 
relationships between those who send messages we can identify as 
nationalistic, and those who, in receiving' those messages,
reinscribe them according to their own circumstances. These 
messages are seen by both parties as having pot~tial functions, 
and for that reason an effort is made to present and interpret
them in stylized ways that the participants deem appropriate.
The most salient characteristic Qf_these interchanges is that 
they take place in public rather than in private. Nationalism is 
public discourse. It is therefore not just a collection of ideas 
the listing of which will produce understanding of the 
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phenomenon: it is the discourse of struggle. What is at stake 
when people are involved in nationalism is power. 

This insight, or truism if you wish, relates to whether the 
nationalisms Sugar describes are really different. In a way they 
are because they correspond to different socio-political 
circumstances, and this is the real contribution of his paper. 
Sugar has aggregated his data, so to speak, into four major 
categories and successfully indicated the fundamental aspects of 
each category. Some historians, notably Snyder and Seton-Watson, 
have carried disaggregation to the point that they end up simply 

differences, remain at the time nationalism, further 

with a list of 
should consider 
place. 

individual cases, and we lose sight of why we 
placing them into the same category in the first 

why 
Sugar does 
all the 

not fall into that trap, but if we wish to know 
categories Sugar describes, with all their 

same some 
generalization is needed. All of Sugar's periods, or at least 
the last three, are special cases of the overall problem of power 
allocation in the post-French Revolutionary. world. In other 
words, nationalism is a political problem. In the 
nation-building phase intellectuals in the weak nations of 
Eastern Europe found the rhetoric of nation-building suitable for 
establishing a state that would, by extension, empower them. In 
the interwar period the same leaders, having achieved power, 
found a similar vocabulary appropriate for defending their 
authority, confronting their neighbors, and mobilizing their 
populations. And in the most recent era new el:ites have found 
nationalism a useful defensive device in opposing the 
overwhelming power of a dominant foreign state. Sugar would not 
deny this description, because in fact that is the main insight 
of his paper if we are to attempt a broad-ranging 
interpretation of East European history since the ·French 
Revolution, it must be related to the power relations in which 
these "lands in between" have found themselves. 

It seems to me that we have two great needs inthe 
historical study of Eastern Europe. The first is for monographs.
It is difficult for specialists in other areas of Europe to grasp
just how few first-rate monographs we have to work with in 
Eastern Europe. Whereas in English history any study worthy of 
note must place itself in a literature of dozens if not hundreds 
of works, in Eastern Europe even the main political figures often 
still await their biographer. So we need soundly based archival 
studies. But the paradox of the need to produce good monographs 
is that, to do so scholars of necessity must work in a single 
language (or in a relatively narrow group of languages), which 
often means the writing of,· histories that are not broadly 
conceived. Very few persons aim ,for large-scale integrating 
ideas that will make sense of the region. One of the most 
impressive things about Peter Sugar, and not the only impressive 
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thing, has been his willingness to run the risk of thinking big.
The paper we have under consideration today is a good example of 
the breadth and vision of his work, and its characterization of 
how a changing geopolitical situation transformed the function of 
nationalist discourse in the four eras of modern Eastern Europe 
is a good example of the suggestive power of his thought. So, 
even though I have raised at least one complaint about the paper, 
and have used the second half of his paper to go in a somewhat 
different direction than Sugar himself might, I would like to 
finish by saying that one can only admire, as I have for many 
years, a person who, not for the first time, has provided us with 
a powerful set of basic categories with which to fit together the 
fractured and diverse history of Eastern Europe. 
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" In his excellent paper, Professor Sugar has followed the 
usual practice of distinguishing I'good" from "bad" nationalisms, 
with the period before 1848 good, that after 1 848 bad, and that , 
of the interwar period unspeakable. One need' not lapse into . 
value relativism, however, to note that nationalism. is always
two-sided. The positive aot of oreating a community-
linguistic, cultural, ethniC, or territorial -- also implies the 
negative, or potentially negative, act of setting that community 
apart from others. Henoe 1 am not certain that Professor Sugarls
three earlier periods of Bast Buropean nationalism can be so 
easily categorized. 

There are, in any case, nationalist eohoes from each of 
these periods evident in Bastern Europe today. Let me outline 
briefly several kinds of nationalism that seem now to be at work 
and in so doing to introduce one variant -- which I shall call 
rtBuronationa1ism" -- not mentioned in Professor Sugar's survey.
This will entail -- with apologies. to Professor Stokes -- some 
disaggregation: but I will try to reaggregate at the end with 
reference to the Soviet factor, also neg1eoted in the paper. 

Ethnonationa1ism, as Professor Sugar describes it, is 
clearly at the heart of contemporary manifestations of Bast 
Buropean nationalism. It is, as he rightly observes, a reaction 
against foreign Qom1nation as well as against the alienation 
felt in.modern industrial society; it involves an existential 
quest for alternate value structures_and a collective identity.
We might note in passing that ~hese impulses have given rise to 
other developments as well, both positive and otherwise: a 
widespread religious revival, particularly among Roman Catholics, 
the privatization of daily life, and a worrying moral decay
suggested by rising rates of alcoholism and suicide. 

NOTE: The views expressed here are the authorls. They do not 
necessarily reflect those of the United States Government. 
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Ethnonationalism; or the "new ethnicity," is manifested 
everywhere in a general rise in national consciousness, a growing
interest in history and culture,and a new urge toward national 
self-assertion. Independent publishing houses in Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and elsewhere are turning out full-scale 
historical series; underground presses put out a wide range of 
~ournals contributinj to a cultural and national renascence; 
'flying universities' convene to hold informal seminars aad 
lecturesJ "parallel societies" are emerging as surrogate sources 
of national self-expression~ In Bulgaria, the late Lyudmila
Zhivkova, daughter of the party first secretary, tapped an 
unsuspected vein of nationalist sentiment in her g~orification of 
Bulgarian history, and culture during her. brief tenure as culture 
minister. And in Hungary, the rock opera IstvAn a Kiraly
(Stephen the King) still running in Budapest theaters - 
reveals the extent to which national history has penetrated into 
the general consciousness. 

There is also the related phenomenon of nostalgic/romantic
nationalism seen in such trends as the reclaiming of aristocratic 
surnames and titles and a general fascination with things
Habsburg. It is manifested more particularly in Hungary's
Populist revival, with its evocation of village life, its 
anti-cosmopolitanism and anti-intellectualism, and its occasion~l 
obscurantism and xenophobia. (Now dominant within the Hungarian
Writers' Association, neo-Populism· increasingly pe~etrates 
official thinking as well, through the Patriotic People's Front 
and other organizations.) 

From here it is a short jump to chauvinistic/jingoistic
nationalism and even outright revanchist nationalism. Professor 
Sugar has alluded to Romanian reprisals against its Hungarian
minority and polemics between Budapest and Bucharest over 
Transylvania. He might also have noted the brutal assimilation 
campaign directed. by the Bulgarian regime against its Turkish 
minority, Bulgarian-Yugoslav polemics over Macedonia, a new wave 
of anti-German sentiment among Poles, an ugly resurgence of 
anti-Semitism in several East European countries, and heightened
national animosities in Yugoslavia, particularly between Serbs 
and Albanians. 

There is at least one,. case of nation-building of the 
nineteenth-century vari~ty. In Macedonia, efforts toward 
building national identity and linguistic unity -- undertaken by
the Yugoslav regime largely to counter rival Bulgarian claims - 
hark back to similar efforts among Slovaks, Croats, and others 
more than a century ago. One might even mention the GDR under 
this heading: with national fulfillment precluded by the nature 
of the postwar division, the Honecker regime has sought instead 
to manufacture a nation to fit the state. By rehabilitating
historical figures such as Martin Luther, Prederick the Great, 
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and Bismarck and expropriating them as "objectively progressive" 
precursors of the E.st German Btate, the regime has sought
with little success -- to vindicate its argument that the GDR is 
not only a sovereign state but also, a separate German nati9n. 

Regime-sponsored nationalism has as its most extravagant
example the bizarre myth-building of the Ceau~escu regime in 
Romania, which seeks to merge nation, state, and party with the 
Ceau,escu clan. A few years ago, historians were pressed into 
service to trumpet the Dacian civilization's 2050th anniversary 
(th~y had missed the 2000th and evidently were not prepared to 
wait for the 3000th), and anthropologists discovered in Romania 
the remains of the first European homo sapiens. Ceau~escu 
himself is described in official panegyrics as "the man who Dears 
the nation in his soul" and "the highest among all the 
Carpathians of Romanian history." And of course there have also 
been more substantive expressions of national self-assertiveness, 
particularly in,Romania's independent-minded foreign policy. 

Related, if less extreme, efforts to tap the national theme 
are evident in Poland, where martial law was wraiped in the cloak 
of the Polish army uniform and "normalization' attempted under 
the aegis of the "Patriotic Movement of National Rebirth. I. And 
this, from Juos KAdAr, who has been the most subtle and 
successful at tapping the national theme as an agent of 
political authority: "We belong together whether we like it or 
not; we are sons of the same people; we-have one country; we live 
together. Either we prosper together or we sink together •••• 
The Communists are no worse as Hungarian patriots than non-party
people. We too were born Hungarian." 

Finally, there is a growingly important variety of East 
European nationalism -- not mentioned in Professor Sugar1s paper

which might be called (for want of a better term)
"Euronationalism." National identity, in this view, is linked to 
and dependent upon a broader sense of Europe as a cultural and 
historical COID1IlUD1ty; indeed, nowhere is the "European idea" 
stronger than in Eastern Europe. In the Czech lands 
particularly, there is a national conception stretching from 
Milan Kundera, V'clav Havel, and the philosopher Karel Kosik in 
the postwar period to TomAs Masaryk earlier in the century and to 
Frantilek Palacky before that; it holds roughly that the Czech 
Question must be transformed into a 'hdmanitarian, universal, and 
hence a European question. 

"Euronationalism" thus conceived is evoked in Kundera's now 
famous article, "The Tragedy of Central Europe," which opens with 
a Hungarian news agency dispatch at the time of the Soviet 
invasion of November 1956: "We are going to die for Hungary a~d 
for Europe." The meaning here is that Hungary's survival is 
linked to the European ideal of a family of free nations and, 
reversing the proposition, that Europe's survival depends on 
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national self-determination among its smaller members. Thus the 
idea of "central Europe" -- and, in some quarters, of 
UMitteleuropa" -- is part of a broader "Euronationalism." 

Under martial law in Poland, ,the call was to, "Europeanize the 
Polish Question." In Hungary today, the writer George KonrAd and 
the philosopher JAnos Kis, among others, argue for overcoming the 
Yalta division by restoring a European community of nations 
between (and in spite of) the superpowers. Even regime figures
in Hungary, East Germany, and elsewhere stress the special role 
of the "small states" in promoting European reconciliation. In 
all these conceptions, the national question in Eastern Europe is 
a European question, to be resolved only through the community of 
European states. And such sentiments are echoed in Western 
Europe in calls for the "Europeanization of Europe" -- an old 
leftist rallying cry now gaining much wider currenCYJ it aims at 
creating a network of economic and cultural ties between East and 
West which eventually will make the alliance systems irrelevant. 

Professor Sugar's catch-all for the contemporary situation 
in Eastern Europe -- "defensive nationalism" is not quite
adequate to cover all these manifestations. (And what is 
defensive to one man may be offensive indeed to another: many
Romanians doubtless consider repri,als against. the Hungarian
minority a perfectly appropriate defense of Romanian national 
interests. Hungarians in Transylvania feel otherwise.) The 
term, however, nicely captures both the vulnerability and 
indomitability of the smaller nations. of Eastern Europe. On the 
one hand, these nations can disappear~ Rundera defines the small 
nation as one whose very existence may be put into question at 
any moment. And when some Hungarian economists say that clOSing
the scientific-technological gap is the key to Hungary's national 
survival, they seem to mean that literally. On the other hand, 
many in . Eastern Europe would echo Palacky's last words more than 
a century ago: "Before Austria was, we [the Czechs] existed; and 
after Austria is gone, we shall still be there." Substitute 
"Soviet Russia" for Austria, and this is a sentiment to which 
Kundera, Havel, Adam Michnik, and many others would subscribe. 

Professor Sugar also uses the term "Communist nationalism," 
which he contrasts with national Communism by stressing the 
primacy of the noun over the adjective modifying it. The term 
may be appropriate for certain'~Bird-world national independence 
movements of the Marxist~Leninist variety; it seems inappropriate
for Eastern Europe, where the governing ideology was imposed from 
outside and remains the essence of Party rule. That the nature 
of Communist rule has been adapted to local conditions is clear, 
but "Conutlunist nationalism" connotes a sea change that has not 
yet taken place in Eastern Europe. Indeed, it strikes me almost 
as an oxymoron, like fried snowballs (to borrow Kolakowski's 
judgment on "democratic socialism"). If "nationalism" were the 
noun in Eastern Europe, "Communist" would not be its modifier. 
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'Communist nationalism also would seem incompatible with 
"socialist internationalism" as defined and interpreted in 
Moscow. As Professor Sugar devoted relatively little space to 
the Soviet factor, it might be well to conclude with a brief 
consideration of whether, or to what extent, national 
self-determination in Eastern Europe is compatible with present
and likely future patterns of Soviet influence in the region. 

Though often contradictory, Gorbachev's policies in Eastern 
Europe seem to h4ve sanctioned diversity and legitimized change;
such, at least, was the brunt of his remarks last month on the 
occasion of the 70th anniversary of the Bolshevik revo,lution. 
Coming at a time of impending leadership change' in several East 
European countries, the potential is growing for new movement in 
the "national" direction. And the very intransigence of East 
European economic dilemmas may embolden some leaders to consider 
radical measures that would have been unthinkable a few years 
ago. One can at least imagine -- in Poland or 'Hungary, perhaps 

a regime-directed effort at reform combined with a broad 
popular movement toward peaceful change. 

Such an evolution would pose a stark choice for the, Soviet 
leadership: to accept a muclk wider degree of diversity, and 
indeed of national self-determination, in the region, or to 
suppress a genuine reform movement encouraged by Gorbachevts own 
calls for glasnost and perestroika. The latter course would 
destroy Gorbachev's carefully cultivated image as a champion of 
detente and architect of a "European house" and undermine the 
entire edifice of his foreign and domestic strategies. Hence (to
end on an optimistiC note) the limits of Soviet tolerance, may be 
greater than in the past; and the advent of a more dynamic period
of East-West relations may offer much greater scope for 
"Euronationalism" in Eastern' Europe. A myth, perhaps, but myths. 
are often more enduring than realities in this part of the world. 
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